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Abstract 

In September 2013 a study of the use of horticultural therapy in Canada and the USA was 

carried out. The study was funded by the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust (WCMT) and 

involved spending four and a half weeks in Ontario, Michigan, Indiana, Minnesota and 

Illinois, visiting over twenty projects and attending the 40th American Horticultural Therapy 

Association (AHTA) conference. 

Horticultural therapy offers a great range activity which can be adapted to meet the needs of 

a variety of client groups. 

In North America a lot of consideration is given to the accessibility of outdoor spaces for 

therapeutic benefit with The Buehler Enabling Garden in Chicago and The Farm at St. Joe‟s 

in Ann Arbor being exceptional examples. 

The documentation of outcomes in North America is frequent and wide ranging. It can be in 

the form of formal assessment measures, case studies or simply photographs and is shared 

freely. 

As in the UK, horticultural therapists generally find their way into the profession as a 

secondary career. This provides differing skill sets which often influence the activities and 

focus of the horticultural therapy project. 

Both Canada and the USA have voluntary professional registration, with the AHTA recently 

moving from a points-based qualification system to one based on degree level and 

accredited certificate programs. The UK does not currently have any form of professional 

registration body.  
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Winston Churchill Memorial Trust 

The Winston Churchill Memorial Trust (WCMT) was set up as a living legacy to former 

British Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill after his death in 1965.  

The Trust funds professional travel for British Citizens from all walks of life with the aim of 

bringing the knowledge and best practice learned and sharing it for the benefit of others in 

their field of work. 

The first Churchill Fellow travelled in 1966 with approximately 4450 Fellowships being 

awarded since then. The Trust currently grants just over one hundred Fellowships each 

year. 

The Trust also funds up to 10 undergraduate bursaries at the Churchill College, Cambridge, 

whilst also offering an Archive By-Fellowship at the Churchill Archives Centre. 

Applications open in May and close in October/November of each year. 

For more information about the Trust and its previous Fellows visit: www.wcmt.org.uk 

 

 

http://www.wcmt.org.uk/
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Introduction 

I am a qualified Horticultural Therapist working for South West Yorkshire NHS Foundation 

Trust (SWYT), Wakefield, West Yorkshire. I work within the multidisciplinary team at the 

Horizon Centre offering specialist assessment and treatment for adults with learning 

disabilities. 

Horticultural therapy is utilised by the team for formal assessments, improving social skills, 

increasing movement and exercise, reducing anxiety and providing a focus and meaningful 

occupation for service users. 

To find out more about how horticultural therapy is being used across the SWYT NHS Trust 

please visit: www.southwestyorkshire.nhs.uk/horticulturaltherapy 

Graduating from the University of Huddersfield with a BSc in Health and Environment I found 

myself in an unfulfilling role, so I chose to leave and began volunteering at Briar Court 

Gardens in Huddersfield, an alternative Local Authority operated day service for adults with 

learning disabilities. It quickly became clear that this was the job for me. I went on to gain the 

RHS Level 2 in Horticulture, a PGCE teaching qualification from Liverpool Hope University 

and a Professional Development Diploma in Social and Therapeutic Horticulture from 

Coventry University, run in conjunction with Thrive, the leading horticultural therapy 

organisation in the UK.  

I encountered the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust when reading through the weekly staff 

e-newsletter which simply said “applications are being invited for the Winston Churchill 

Memorial Trust”. It eventually materialised that the SWYT NHS Trust advertise annually due 

to Dr. Richard Coaten, Dance Therapist at SWYT, having been awarded a Fellowship in 

2010 to examine the use of dance therapy in Canada. 

I applied for the Fellowship in October 2012, attended interview in London in January 2013, 

received confirmation of the grant in February and carried out the Fellowship in Canada and 

the USA throughout September 2013. 

An online blog has been kept throughout the project and travels. To view the blog visit: 

www.thetravellinght.wordpress.com 

 

 

 

http://www.southwestyorkshire.nhs.uk/horticulturaltherapy
http://www.thetravellinght.wordpress.com/
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Therapeutic Horticulture:  

Horticulture as a Medical Treatment 

There is a tendency in the UK to look across to North America, in particular the USA, for 

professional best practice and research. This desire in generated by America‟s history of 

work in horticultural therapy. From Benjamin Rush‟s reference to (all be it fleeting) gardening 

being beneficial in the treatment of mental health issues, Alice Burlingame‟s work with 

horticulture in medical settings, Roger Ulrich‟s research into nature being integral to healing 

in hospitals and also Kaplan and Kaplan‟s studies on links between the natural environment 

and health. The American Horticultural Therapy Association (AHTA) was founded in 1973 

(originally as the National Council for Therapy and Rehabilitation through Horticulture and 

then becoming AHTA in 1987) and has been hosting events, connecting Practitioners, 

improving practice and promoting horticultural therapy ever since. 

Horticultural therapy began to take shape in the UK in the 1960s with a focus of 

programming for people with physical disabilities. As the USA began to move towards 

horticultural therapy being a separate profession the UK‟s emphasis was on provision of 

horticultural assistance to people with disabilities and education to people involved in 

horticultural therapy (Davis in Simpson and Straus, 1998). Various charities and 

organisations such as the Disabled Living Foundation and Society for Horticultural Therapy 

and Rural Training came, went and were renamed to leave the UK with Thrive, Trellis (in 

Scotland) and the recently formed Association for Social and Therapeutic Horticultural 

Practitioners (ASTHP). 

Taking how horticultural therapy developed in North America into consideration the main 

focus of the areas to visit were Toronto, Ontario, Canada and the Chicago Botanic Garden in 

Illinois, USA. The Chicago Botanic is world renowned for its Buehler Enabling Garden, 

designed by Horticultural Therapist Gene Rothert. Located a short distance from Toronto is 

Homewood Mental Health Services in Guelph. The horticultural therapy program at 

Homewood is long established and until 2013 was run by qualified Horticultural Therapist 

Mitchell Hewson. Mitchell was the first qualified Horticultural Therapist in Canada, having 

studied over the border in the USA. Mitchell has, and continues to, raise the profile of 

horticultural therapy in Canada and worldwide, including publishing the book „Horticulture as 

Therapy: A Practical Guide to Using Horticulture as a Therapeutic Tool‟. Guelph has gone on 

to become a hub for horticultural therapy programs in this area, with three known projects in 

a community of just over 120,000 (City of Guelph, 2013). 
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Michigan is the US state that separates Ontario in Canada with Illinois, with a small section 

of Indiana in between. Importantly, in 1955, Michigan State University in East Lansing was 

the first University to offer a Master of Science degree level qualification in horticultural 

therapy. Despite the qualification ceasing to run in 1983 the hope was that there would be a 

long standing interest in horticultural therapy in a State which is also renowned for its 

agricultural food production. This proved to be the case and a variety of programs were 

identified in Detroit, Ann Arbor, Lansing and Grand Rapids as well as in Indiana and Joliet, 

Illinois. This meant that as few days, where visits could take place, as possible would be lost 

to travelling. The American Horticultural Therapy Association‟s 40th Annual Conference took 

place in Minneapolis, Minnesota. This was an opportunity to listen to, meet and learn from 

some of the leading Therapists and Educators in the USA, such as Diane Relf, Candice 

Shoemaker, Douglas Airhart and Barb Kreski to name a few. Also speaking at the 

Conference were Masahiro Toyoda and Iwao Uehara from Japan. 
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Nature of Projects 

One of the main benefits of horticulture as a therapy and as medical treatment is its 

adaptability as a medium to meet the needs of different people in a variety of settings. In 

order to try and capture this in North America as much as possible a range of projects 

working with a variety of service user groups were identified. From Ontario, Canada to 

Illinois in the USA this included urban community gardens, specialist medical rehabilitation 

facilities, hospitals, veterans and older people‟s residential care, botanical gardens, park 

recreational spaces and a special education school. These services worked with people with 

learning disabilities, autism, substance misuse, mental health issues, Alzheimer‟s disease 

and dementia, the socially deprived, out of work and previous offenders. 

Of the projects visited, 88% of them were run by female therapists, with 40% of these 

employed part-time. The main service user groups that these projects served were „older 

people/memory care‟, „brain injury‟ and „multiple‟ (meaning more than one service user group 

at the same time or separately). The US State of Michigan has a large proportion of projects 

serving people who have suffered traumatic brain injuries. This is because the State 

currently operates an automobile „no fault‟ policy which means that people injured in a motor 

vehicle accident receive unlimited lifetime benefits for treatment, recovery and rehabilitation. 

The most common location for the projects is directly attached or adjacent to their main 

buildings with a session of 1-2 hours being the favoured length. 17 of 21 projects had access 

to indoor facilities with the same numbers having an adapted space (at least some form of 

adapted space). 76% have access to adapted tools. 66% of the services had at least one 

volunteer helping to maintain the garden or run sessions. Just over half of the projects had a 

form of outcome measure for the horticultural therapy input (be this in the form of 

documenting sessions in patient notes, writing case studies, written feedback to the rest of 

the service or self developed outcome measure forms). All of the services grew vegetables 

in their gardens. (For the full data obtained from the visits please refer to Appendix 1) 

Although the itinerary did change slightly throughout the planning stage (and even during 

travelling) the following is a final complete list of all of the projects visited. Homewood Mental 

Health Service in Guelph is unfortunately missing from the list as it was not possible to visit 

due to Mitchell Hewson retiring in summer 2013 and all alternative staff being unavailable. 

The formulation of the itinerary was greatly assisted by Lea Tran (of the Guelph Enabling 

Garden), who provided links to the Riverwood Conservancy, and by Magali Nelson 

(Registered Horticultural Therapist from Ann Arbor) who contacted therapists and 

organisations throughout Michigan. 
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Date (s) Location and Visits 

29 - 31 August 2013 Toronto – Toronto Children's Garden, Music Garden. 

1 - 4 September Guelph, Ontario, Canada. - University of Guelph Arboretum, 

Guelph Enabling Garden, The Riverwood Conservancy. 

5 September Hamilton and Burlington, Ontario, Canada - Royal Botanical 

Gardens. 

6 - 7 September Niagara, Ontario, Canada - Niagara Botanical Gardens. 

8 - 9 September Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA - Glacier Hills Care and Rehab 

Centre, Ann Arbor Community Gardens, St. Joseph‟s Mercy 

Hospital, Matthai Botanical Gardens, Community for Independent 

Living, Eisenhower Centre, University of Michigan Hosptials. 

10 September Detroit, Michigan, USA – Lafayette Greens and North Cass 

Community Garden. 

11 - 12 September Lansing, Michigan, USA - Hope Network, Michigan State 

University Demonstration Gardens, Michigan 4-H Children‟s 

Garden, Hunter Park Community Garden, Giving Tree Farm. 

13 - 14 September Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA - State Home for Veterans , Pine 

Rest Christian Mental Health Services, Frederick Meijer Gardens. 

15 - 16 September Elkhart, Indiana, USA - Amish Quilt Gardens. 

17 September Joliet, Chicago, Illinois, USA - Trinity Services. 

18 September Fly Chicago to Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA 

19 - 21 September Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA - Attend 40th American 

Horticultural Therapy Association 3 day Conference. 

22 September Fly Minneapolis to Chicago, Illinois, USA. 

23 - 24 September Glencoe, Chicago, Illinois, USA - 2 Day Study Visit at Chicago 

Botanic Garden. 

25 - 27 September Chicago, Illinois, USA - Laurie Garden. 
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Funding 

With so many horticultural therapy projects being small scale one person operations 

understandably funding issues are of major concern for the therapists. Projects which are 

part of larger scale services such as The Hope Network in Michigan and the National Health 

Service (NHS) in the UK do not usually have to source their own funding but do have to 

justify their worth. In the UK initial set up funding (and funding for specific one off materials 

or projects, such as a polytunnel) for small independent projects is often sought from grants. 

Commonly in North America, particularly in the US, philanthropic donations provide the 

funding to set up projects and create gardens. These funds are often made available by 

wealthy individuals or businesses associated with the area, such as the Frederik Meijer 

Gardens in Grand Rapids, Michigan (Frederik Meijer set up the Michigan supermarket chain 

„Meijer‟) and The Buehler Enabling Garden at the Chicago Botanic Gardens. Trinity 

Services, who provide day services for adults with learning disabilities, have benefited from 

smaller scale donations from Caterpillar (CAT) who are also based in Illinois. Although such 

corporate donations are not as common in the UK their popularity is increasing, with Thrive‟s 

Battersea Park project in London benefiting from corporate „away days‟, where employees 

from an organisation donate time and materials for a specific project. In 2010 the US 

Embassy consular staff worked alongside Thrive‟s service users to refurbish a run-down 

herb garden and create a „surprising edibles‟ bed (Embassy of the United States, 2010). 

Once set up and operational, independent services generally raise funds by charging per 

day/session. Traditionally horticultural therapy projects and services charge less than a 

comparative alternative day service. This is not always a beneficial situation as it can detract 

from the quality of service that a horticultural therapy project provides. 
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Design and Accessibility 

The incorrect design of a garden for therapeutic purposes can mean a difficult, if not 

unusable, frightening and potentially dangerous place for people to be in. The USA has often 

led the way in terms of adapted outdoor spaces, with Gene Rothert and The Buehler 

Enabling Garden in Chicago being at the forefront of this movement. Beginning with Roger 

Ulrich‟s work on the healing effects of green spaces in hospitals (Ulrich, 1984) there has 

been a considered inclusion of such spaces when building new medical facilities, with Ulrich 

(2002) himself identifying that the large amounts of money being spent on new hospital 

buildings represents an opportunity to include healing green spaces. As an example, 

Chicago‟s North-western University cost $687 million to build just before 2002 (Ulrich, 2002). 

The University of Michigan Hospital in Ann Arbor is partly surrounded by the Nichols 

Arboretum and the hospital includes a courtyard garden, butterfly garden and atrium which 

are all considered healing spaces and well publicised by the hospital and the local media. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At this stage it is worth gaining some clarity between the UK and North America in terms of 

its classification of therapeutic gardens. In the UK „Therapy Garden‟, „Treatment Garden‟ and 

even „Community Garden‟ often present the same spaces in reality, depending on the 

service operating the garden project. „Sensory Garden‟ most commonly refers to a garden 

which focuses on stimulating the senses through colour, scent, sound and touch. This is by 

no means exclusive as they are all generally found in therapy gardens and there is a strong 

argument to suggest that all gardens, therapy based or not, are sensorily stimulating 

environments. 

The American Horticultural Therapy Association (AHTA) classifies gardens for therapeutic 

benefit as follows. Although this is not strictly applicable in Canada the classification is 

generally the same. 

University of Michigan Hospital Atrium Garden 
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AHTA Garden Classification 

Healing Gardens 

Are generally associated with hospitals and other health care settings and are plant 

dominated environments. A healing garden is designed as a retreat and place of respite 

for clients, visitors and staff to be used at their own desire. 

 

Therapeutic Gardens 

A therapeutic garden is designed for use as a component of a treatment program such 

as occupational therapy and physical therapy. A garden can be described as being 

therapeutic in nature when it has been designed to meet the needs of a specific service 

user or population. It is designed to accommodate client treatment goals and may 

provide for both horticultural and non-horticultural activities. A therapeutic garden may 

exist on its own as an extension of an indoor therapeutic program area or it may be part 

of a larger healing garden. 

 

Horticultural Therapy Gardens 

A horticultural therapy garden is a type of therapeutic garden; it is designed to 

accommodate client treatment goals, but it is primarily designed to support horticultural 

activities. A horticultural therapy garden is also designed in such a manner that the 

clients themselves are able to take care of plant material in the garden. 

 

Restorative Gardens 

A restoration or meditation garden may be a public or private garden that is not 

necessarily associated with a health care setting. This type of garden employs the 

restorative value of nature to provide an environment conducive to mental repose, 

stress reduction, emotional recovery and the enhancement of mental and physical 

energy. The design of a restorative garden focuses on the psychological, physical and 

social needs of its users. 

 

(American Horticultural Therapy Association, 2007) 
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Of the projects visited, The Buehler Enabling Garden at Chicago Botanic Garden and The 

Farm at St. Joe‟s in Ann Arbor were models for accessibility. The scale and range of 

materials used demonstrated that they had been invested in heavily but they act as 

inspiration for what should be considered and what can be achieved on a limited budget, 

with a little thought and creativity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study: The Buehler Enabling Garden 

 

Chicago Botanic Garden is situated just north of Chicago in Glencoe, Illinois. It was 

opened in 1972 and features twenty six display gardens located on nine different man 

made islands. 

Some may describe Horticultural Therapist Gene Rothert as the pioneer of enabling 

(accessible) gardens. What he certainly is, is the founder and driving force behind the 

Buehler Enabling Garden. Gene started working in Chicago Botanic‟s original enabling 

garden in 1978 with the plan to create an accessible therapeutic enabling garden from 

everyday available materials. This garden would then be an inspiration, providing ideas 

and concepts that other therapists could replicate in their own services. The reputation 

and profile of Gene and The Enabling Garden grew and eventually The Buehler Family 

Foundation agreed to fund the creation of a new, larger enabling garden in the heart of 

the display gardens. Gene had built up many ideas since the original garden and wished 

to create a state of the art enabling garden which demonstrated how accessibility could 

be achieved whilst appearing like any other display garden. 
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Ground Surface 

The hard landscaping surface is level throughout the garden and is made as smooth as 

possible, with as few joints as necessary. All of the paths are edged with an 

approximately 2.5cm high edging stone of a different colour. This helps to mark and 

identify the edges of the walkways, particularly for people with sight deprivation and 

those using canes. 

 

Raised Bed Edging 

The full depth raised beds are made from brick but the topping stone around the edge is 

limestone. The reason for this is that limestone remains much cooler than brick in the 

hot summer sun, making the beds more comfortable to lean and sit on. 

At the base of each of these full length brick raised beds there is a small gap to fit a 

person‟s foot underneath. This encourages and enables people to stand at the beds 

upright and avoid any unnecessary bending of the spine whilst working. 

 

Raised Lawn Area 

 

Gene identified that many people in wheelchairs wish to lay on lawns but find it difficult 

to transfer up/down and in/out of their wheelchairs in order to access the grass. A raised 

lawn area is incorporated at the end of the garden at the height of a wheelchair so that 

people can transfer easily to the lawn with little or no support. 
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Pan Beds 

Pan bed is a North American term to describe a shallow metal container which is raised 

up, filled with soil and planted. As the bed is shallow it enables people in wheelchairs, or 

those that cannot stand for long, to sit and get their legs underneath the beds resulting 

in them being able to access the whole bed without unnecessary stretching. The beds 

slope gently away from the person so that any water drains away from them and not 

onto their legs as they are accessing the bed. 

 

Hanging Baskets 

The hanging baskets in the Buehler Enabling Garden are hung by chain and pulley 

systems. This allows the baskets to be raised and lowered by turning a handle to the 

desired height to be worked on or simply admired. 
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Water Features 

There are two main water features in the garden, the central rectangular pools that 

cross the garden and a waterfall. 

The waterfall is designed so that people in wheelchairs can get up close to the water 

and experience the noise and spray whilst also being able to touch and play with the 

falling water. The sound of the water falling was also taken in account as it acts as a 

private area where conversations can take place without them being overheard. 

 

Grid Gardening 

Grid gardening is a concept developed by Chicago Botanic for gardeners with sight 

deprivation. It involves placing a wire grid over the soil which enables a person who 

cannot see to concentrate their attentions on one area. Every plant is planted in the 

middle of each grid square so that the gardener can identify that anything not growing in 

the middle is a weed and can be removed. Verbal instructions can be provided to the 

gardener using the grid as a guide, for example: “can you plant this in the middle of the 

square third from left and second row from the bottom?”  
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Demonstration Tool Shed 

Included in the Enabling Garden is a demonstration tool shed. The purpose of the facility 

is to display reference materials on horticultural therapy activities and adapted tools. 

Being able to handle, try and feel the weight of the adapted tools before committing to 

purchase them (most adapted tools are more expensive than their non-adapted 

counterparts) is invaluable. 

 

Toilet Facilities 

A lot of work was to done to ensure that the appropriate toilet facilities were located in 

the Buehler Enabling Garden. As some people with disabilities have mobility issues it 

was important to have toilet facilities close by so they would not have to travel an 

unmanageable distance to use the main facilities. This means that sessions do not have 

to be disrupted by a person having to leave the garden in order to use an accessible 

toilet. The toilet incorporates a large automatic door and changing facilities for adults.  

 

The Horticultural Therapy Department 

The horticultural therapy department at Chicago Botanic is run by three full-time 

members of staff. The department offers horticultural therapy sessions on site and in the 

Buehler Enabling Garden (whilst working to strict Botanic Garden guidelines and 

planting schemes) and on location in specific services such as schools, care centres, 

hospices and residential accommodation. They also offer garden design and 

implementation advice for services creating their own enabling garden or making their 

existing garden more accessible. 
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Case Study: Farm at St. Joe’s 

 

The farm is a joint collaboration between St. Joseph Mercy Hospital and The 

Eisenhower Centre and is managed by Dan Bair. The Eisenhower Centre provides post-

acute residential rehabilitation to individuals with traumatic brain injuries. Their campus 

in Manchester, Michigan is situated on a sixty two acre farm and offers horticultural 

therapy, woodwork, animal care, cooking and vocational programs. St. Joseph Mercy 

Hospital is a 537 bed teaching hospital in Ann Arbor and has been named a „Top 100 

Hospital‟ (St. Joseph Mercy Ann Arbor, 2013).The farm is situated on land adjacent to 

the hospital.  

The aim of the farm is to have a fully accessible hoop house (polytunnel in the UK) 

where patients from the hospital can grow fruit and vegetables as part of their 

rehabilitation program. The produce is grown to organic standards and used in the 

hospital cafés and restaurants. It is also sold at local farmers‟ markets (which are 

popular in Michigan with its long agricultural history). The whole farm is not fully 

accessible but the main polytunnel aims to be the pinnacle in accessibility and 

alternative rehabilitation treatment. 

Alternative Surfaces 

The polytunnel flooring is split into three different surfaces of wood boarding, firmed 

gravel and Astroturf. This allows people to build up confidence transferring from one 

surface to another and also work in the area with the surface they feel most comfortable 

moving around on. 

Raised Beds 

Most of the planting in the polytunnel is done in wooden raised beds which are made to 

different heights providing a range of accessibility levels for all service users. 
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Ferris Wheel Bed System 

Developed by Jeremy Hodges at The Eisenhower Centre the Ferris wheel bed system 

offers the opportunity to work at several different beds at the height of a person‟s 

choosing without the need to move around the polytunnel. 

 

Hoop House Gym 

Included in the hoop house is a cross training machine and an exercise bike. These are 

used by the rehabilitation patients for exercise like no other as they can be connected to 

the watering system. With every repetition and revolution water is sprayed from the 

overhead pipes and waters the produce. 

 

 

 

  

Raised beds and alternative surfaces in the accessible hoop house 
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Based on the projects and facilities visited, the UK appears to be behind North America in its 

consideration of accessibility in outdoor therapeutic spaces. However recent research 

published by the Kingwood organisation (Gaudion and McGinley, 2012) and carried out by 

the Dementia Services Development Centre at the University of Stirling on indoor and 

outdoor environmental considerations for people with dementia and autism suggests that the 

gap is closing. 
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Horticultural Based Therapy Activities 

The success of horticulture as a therapeutic medium lies in the diversity of activities that 

horticulture encompasses and how they can be adapted to meet an individual‟s needs and 

interests. Practice of the adaptation of activities in the UK is often on a par with some of the 

best projects observed in this study. 

Consistently, throughout projects visited and researched in the UK, Europe and North 

America, services frequently expand their horticultural related activities into craft (e.g. 

making items and gifts from the garden), woodwork (e.g. making bird boxes and repairing 

planters), art and often sculpture and metal work. 

The following examples of activities witnessed are intended to inspire and demonstrate best 

practice rather than suggest that they do not occur in the UK. 

 

Stimulating and Maintaining Memory 

Grand Rapids Home for Veterans Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA 

Horticultural Therapist Betsy Brown runs sessions focussing on stimulation and memory for 

the elderly residents at Grand Rapids Home for Veterans. Betsy operates her sessions from 

a wooden cart which contains all her equipment and is decorated with flowers and plants. 

Staff, residents and visitors identify Betsy by the cart (even if they do not remember her 

name) and in such a large facility, containing many people with memory issues, this is 

invaluable as the residents know what to expect when she enters the room at the beginning 

of a session, reducing any possible anxiety. 

The residents sit around, or close to, a large table where plants, vegetables and flowers are 

displayed. All of the items used are currently in season and popular at that time of year in 

Michigan, such as pot chrysanthemums in Autumn (Fall), sunflowers and native wildflowers. 

Betsy also brings in unusual plants to trigger the residents‟ curiosity. The residents are 

assisted to physically engage with the plants, feeling and smelling them before being 

prompted to give their thoughts  and say what it reminds them of. This provokes discussion 

between residents which is actively encouraged by the Therapist. Unfortunately some of the 

residents cannot access the outside environment under their own volition so being reminded 

of and given items that are currently in season provides a link to the outside environment 

and time of year. 
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Sense of Ownership and Something to Care for 

Tall Pines Long Term Care Brampton, Ontario, Canada 

Tall Pines is a service offering long term care for elderly people suffering from dementia and 

Alzheimer‟s. Often people living in these environments do not have a great deal of control 

over their lives and are prevented from caring for things that they once did, such as pets and 

grandchildren. At Tall Pines Horticultural Therapist Jennifer McSpadden provides residents 

with their own section of a raised bed where they can grow what they desire. This provides 

people with something they are responsible for caring for (and the beds were well cared for) 

and something in the facility which is theirs and they have ownership of. 

 

 

Overcoming and Facing Problems 

Pine Rest Christian Mental Health Services Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA 

Once a week, in a two-hour session, Horticultural Therapist Betsy Brown delivers 

horticultural therapy at Pine Rest‟s „Garden of Hope‟. Pine Rest is a service for women who 

are offenders, and often have substance abuse issues, who have chosen to access the 

service as an alternative to prison. The women frequently have complex histories including 

sexual, physical and psychological abuse, and have turned to alcohol, drugs and offending 

to try and cope with these issues. By using horticulture and maintaining a garden the women 

are taught about how to face and overcome problems. There is a strong focus on spirituality 

and the use of physical metaphors, such as weeding being like removing barriers and 

problems in their daily lives. The women work together and are encouraged to support each 

other to achieve collective goals. The physical outcomes are flowers and food (which are 

taken into the house) but increased confidence and self-esteem are the long term aims.   
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Donations to Local Food Banks 

All Across North America 

From the first visit of the study (to Toronto Botanical Garden‟s Children‟s Garden) there was 

signage and publications in many gardens informing visitors that produce was donated to 

local food banks. This is not something which is frequently encountered in the UK, but is 

something that could be explored as not only does it provide a source of fresh fruit and 

vegetables to those in need but it also gives people who work on the garden projects, who 

are often themselves relying on other people for support, the opportunity to be the person 

offering the assistance instead of receiving it. 

 

Activities for People with Reduced Mobility 

Hope Network Lansing, Michigan, USA 

 

 

Horticultural Therapist Cathy Flinton operates most of her therapy sessions from a large 

conservatory where she works with people undergoing rehabilitation after traumatic brain 

injuries. Often, due to their injuries, they have reduced mobility and can be in wheelchairs. 

Cathy carries out a variety of activities which can be worked on at a table top or on a 

person‟s lap, such as making miniature gardens in wood and wire frames and planting up 

small terrariums. Amongst the many tasks the service users also press flowers and turn 

them into pictures in frames and bookmarks. This variety of activity means that there is 

something that can be achieved by everyone which is particularly important for people who 

are just coming to terms with a dramatic change in their life and abilities. It provides them 

with a purpose and encouragement that they can still be productive and there are ways to 

adapt and deal with their disabilities. 
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Potpourri and the Local Community  

Trinity Services Joliet, Illinois, USA 

 

 

This service for adults with learning disabilities in Illinois dries flowers on metal racks in the 

polytunnels and turns them into potpourri. Flowers are often given from funeral services 

which are turned into potpourri by the service users and given back to the families of the 

deceased. From the outside this may appear morbid but it provides an active, much 

appreciated community role for people who are traditionally on the margins of their 

communities. It also helps to raise the profile of Trinity Services and the people it works with 

which has lead to donations of time and materials from the local public and businesses. 

 

Raised Vegetable Beds and a Positive Role in the Community 

Hunter Park Gardenhouse Lansing, Michigan, USA. 

The Gardenhouse (all one word) is located in Hunter public park in Lansing and the aim of 

the garden is to provide gardening and healthy eating education. There is also a strong 

focus on providing access to local, fresh fruits and vegetables to a deprived part of Lansing. 

One of the schemes they run is selling and installing 2x2m raised vegetable bed kits. The 

kits are delivered and assembled by local youths who attend The Gardenhouse and, once 

installed in people‟s private gardens, they offer advice on how and what to grow as well as 

continuing to check the progress of them throughout the year. This offers the youths of the 

area the opportunity to learn new skills, do something positive in their community and 

increases their interaction with local residents and neighbours. 
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Charting Personal Achievements and Progress 

Allina Health Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA 

The Allina Health hospital recreational therapy team have been offering horticultural therapy 

as part of their rehabilitation treatment for 25 years. The work is carried in a hospital rooftop 

garden with raised beds. A public journal is on display in the garden (stored in a mailbox) 

and the Horticultural Therapist encourages rehab patients to write what they have done in 

the session, what they think about the session and how they are feeling. This is a useful tool 

for someone wishing to describe their emotions who finds it difficult to do so in public but it 

also acts as a way of a person charting their progress. They can look back at their previous 

entries and realise that things they could not do previously they are now able to do. 

 

 

Caring for Vegetables and Increasing Socialisation 

Lafayette Greens Detroit, Michigan, USA 

Lafayette Greens is operated by Compuware and is located in the heart of downtown Detroit 

on the site of a demolished building. The aim of the garden is to promote healthy eating and 

organic produce, engage young people with horticulture and foster community interaction. 

One of the initiatives is that individuals are responsible for a crop, rather than a bed, which 

means that they have to move around the garden and work alongside different people. This 

promotes social interaction and community cohesion as most regular users of the garden 

live within walking distance. 
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Mosaics 

Guelph Enabling Garden Guelph, Ontario, Canada 

 

 

Guelph Enabling Garden is another project which is located in a public park. It is not 

enclosed or fenced off in any way, day or night. The garden contains a large mosaic made 

from individual tiles that different people who use the garden have made. A mosaic is by no 

means exclusive to the Guelph Enabling Garden but that is the reason for its inclusion in this 

section. Wherever horticultural therapy projects and community gardens exist, be it in the 

UK, North America, Europe or Australia, mosaics and artwork can be found in the gardens. 

This cannot be coincidence and is another demonstration of how horticultural therapists 

extend the scope of activities in their projects to meet the needs of the people attending 

them. Being involved in a large piece of artwork also facilitates working together and 

increasing social interaction, which is regularly one of the main focuses of horticultural 

therapy sessions. 
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Documentation and Outcome Measures 

 

As horticultural therapy has developed as a profession and its social and medical benefits 

become understood a need and desire to attempt to formally measure these outcomes has 

increased. In the current financial climate being able to justify the benefits of horticultural 

therapy is integral to securing and maintaining funding. Outside of specific medical treatment 

using horticultural therapy often the equally important outcomes are social and psychological 

which are qualitative and difficult to measure. These include building social interaction, 

increasing confidence and self-esteem, having a purpose and a role, producing something 

tangible that they can sell or give to people and helping others. In the UK there is a feeling 

that qualitative is inferior to quantitative as it does not produce the raw figures which can be 

statistically analysed and therefore produce robust research. While this argument is true it 

should not prevent the undertaking of qualitative measurements by services. Horticultural 

Therapist and PhD Jane Saiers, in her presentation „Publishing your Research in HT‟ at the 

AHTA Conference, encouraged fellow Horticultural Therapists to document everything that 

could be used as evidence even if it will not become research, such as case studies, photos 

and personal accounts. 

 

In the UK there is a culture of „getting on with it‟. People are trained, understand what they 

are doing and how to adapt activities and simply do it, without documenting the outcomes. 

This is not an ideal situation in terms of justifying why horticultural therapy is working in a 

specific project but also for the therapist, for whom it can sometimes be a lonely one or two 

person professional existence, to reflect back on and realise what progression a person or 

group has made. It can also provide an indicator as to where to concentrate the focus for 

future sessions. 

 

The USA has a long history of leading the publication of research and documentation in 

horticultural therapy, which is most likely down to its early focus on developing horticultural 

therapy as a profession in its own right. In recent times the UK and Canada (Japan also) are 

beginning to catch up, with Joe Sempik and o Aldridge‟s (2002, 2004 and 2005) work 

generating a real interest in horticultural therapy research in the UK. The University of Essex 

in England is carrying out research on Green Therapy, and the charity MIND produced 

research (in conjunction with the University of Essex) on the benefits of Ecotherapy. Thrive 

has a strong focus on the promotion and development of outcome measures and is 

preparing to publish its research from using the INSIGHTTM Database which measures 

behavioural outcomes for its service users. This is a significant development as not only is it 

producing quantitative results but also has the potential for all other horticultural therapy 
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projects to measure behavioural outcomes. Joe Sempik has long encouraged the use of 

Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS) for HT projects.  

 

Visiting the projects in North America (and those speaking at the AHTA Conference) it is a 

familiar scenario to the UK. There is no popular main outcome measure that is used, some 

have developed their own, some use the same as the Occupational Therapists in the 

recreational therapy departments, some use photographs and portfolios while some use 

nothing at all. Just over half do use some form of outcome measure. 

Horticultural Therapist Jennifer McSpadden at Tall Pines Long Term Care in Brampton, 

Ontario, works on interventions to meet set goals. These are defined on the computerised 

system as shown in the example below (provided by Tall Pines in September 2013). 

 

Focus Goals Interventions 

Emotional and psychosocial 
well-being, validation of 
achievable skills, and a 
sense of purpose through 
Horticultural Therapy. 
Enhance and support 
cognitive abilities. 

 Resident will participate 
1x weekly Sunday 
morning 60-75 minutes in 
Horticultural Therapy 
group session. Additional 
1-1 Horticultural Therapy 
will be provided when 
needed. 

 

 Provide Horticultural 
Therapy that is 
meaningful and of 
interest, empowering 
resident by encouraging 
and allowing choice, self-
expression and 
socialization, reducing 
isolation. 

 
 

 Maintain range of motion, 
fine and gross motor 
skills through 
Horticultural Therapy. 
 

 Horticultural Therapist 
will give verbal reminder, 
invite and assist resident 
to and from Horticultural 
Therapy Group session. 

 

 Provide opportunity to 
express opinions and 
ideas relating to 
Horticultural Therapy 
programming and give 
positive feedback. 

 
 

 Through tactile and 
sensory materials, 
Horticultural therapist will 
encourage resident to 
make choices within the 
process, connect with 
past skills and interests, 
reminisce and socialize. 

 

She also completes specific assessments which are occupational therapy based (similar to 

MOHOST), giving scores for motor, cognitive, communication and sensory skills. Jennifer 

has added in a horticultural skills section. (Please refer to Appendix 2 for the full breakdown 

of the assessments taken by the HT at Tall Pines). 
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At Pine Rest Christian Mental Health Services, HT Betsy Brown has developed a self 

evaluation questionnaire for the women who attend the „Garden of Hope‟ program. 

 

Horticultural Therapy 

August 28, 2013 

Name:  Number of Children:  

Group Leaders: Betsy Brown 

Activity: Garden maintenance, harvesting, weeding 

#1 means I did not work on my social skills at all, 2, 3 and 4 mean I did somewhat and a #5 
means I really worked hard on them. You evaluate yourself on “how much”. 

 
 

 
NO!                                                    YES! 
 

I worked on my social skills 
(listened and followed directions) 

     1            2            3            4            5 

I contributed to the community 
(I was respectful of everyone) 

     1            2            3            4            5 

I participated in the present      1            2            3            4            5 

My mood and attitude improved      1            2            3            4            5 

What did I learn about myself today? 
 
 
 
 
 

What was your intention for today? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How did my work in group today help me work on my treatment goals? Please be specific. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Comments: 
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For such self assessments to be valuable, a strong relationship and understanding between 

the therapist and the service user needs to be in place, otherwise the person filling in the 

questionnaire might put the answers that the therapist wants to see, rather than their actual 

thoughts. Betsy has been running this program for a long time and has established 

relationships with the service users. 
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Education and Professional Registration 

There was a consideration for „education of practitioners‟ and „professional registration‟ to be 

separate sections but, as they are inextricably linked, it would be difficult to do so without 

frequent overlap and repetition. 

 

The USA 

As mentioned previously, the USA has led the way in regards to education (the first Master 

of Science in Horticultural Therapy was offered at Michigan State in 1955) and has a focus 

on making horticultural therapy a profession in its own right (separate from Occupational 

Therapy and Recreational Therapy). Michigan State University no longer offers the degree 

level qualification but the AHTA has eight accredited certificate programs across the USA 

while some universities (Colorado, Oregon State, Rutgers and Texas A&M) offer degree 

programs in horticultural therapy, or horticultural therapy is a speciality available within a 

related program. The AHTA used to offer professional registration by a points based system, 

where different education and practice were taken in to account, but in order to be in line 

with other medical professions it has recently moved to a system whereby a therapist can 

only become registered if they have gained an AHTA accredited certificate or degree and 

completed an internship. An internship is a work program of no less than 480 hours in a 

horticultural therapy program supervised by a qualified Horticultural Therapist (HTR). The 

AHTA accredits courses to assure that the programs meet nationally endorsed standards in 

the profession and meet the requirements of the AHTA professional registration. 

Professional registration is still voluntary but it is very common for employers to only offer 

jobs to people with HTR status or those in the process of gaining it. (AHTA, 2013) For more 

information on professional registration and horticultural therapy education in the USA visit: 

www.ahta.org 

 

Canada 

Canada also has a voluntary registration scheme which was introduced after the USA 

system. As the USA previously did, Canada operates by a system of points scoring, with an 

equal weight coming from both education and practice. This prevents people from achieving 

registration with all theory skills and no practice (or vice versa). The Canadian Horticultural 

Therapy Association (CHTA) offers two registration classes: Horticultural Therapy 

Technician (HTT) and Horticultural Therapist Registered (HTR). The HTT requires seven 

points and the HTR ten points. A related degree is worth 4 points and 3 points are awarded 

for the completion of a 1000 hour internship on a HT program run by a HTR. There are 

currently no degree level qualifications in HT operating in Canada but the CHTA has 

http://www.ahta.org/
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accredited eleven organisations who run HT certificate courses, workshops and short 

courses (CHTA, 2013). For more information on the CHTA visit: www.chta.ca 

 

The UK 

The UK does not currently have a professional registration system. This was discussed for a 

long time until the Association for Social and Therapeutic Horticulture Practitioners (ASTHP) 

was officially launched in 2012 (though they had been meeting and working in the 

background since 2009) with the long-term aim, amongst others, of setting up a voluntary 

register of practitioners with associated standards of practice. ASTHP are not affiliated with 

Thrive, but it is important that dialogue takes place between the two, and Thrive‟s experience 

and longevity is utilised when trying to achieve the goal of professional registration. 

Thrive, in conjunction with Coventry University, run the only horticultural therapy higher 

education course in the UK, the Professional Development Diploma. This has been running 

since 1993 (Davis in Simpson and Straus, 1998) and continues to educate therapists in all 

areas of horticultural therapy, including adapting activities, measuring outcomes, financing 

and running a horticultural therapy program. This course, and the other short courses that 

Thrive runs, together with their commitment to education and publicity, are integral to the 

development of horticultural therapy as a profession. This is particularly paramount with 

Askham Bryan College at York ceasing to run their two year course and the failed attempt of 

a foundation degree at Writtle College, University of Essex. 

The progression to a degree level qualification, most likely as a specialism offered with a 

related degree, and some form of professional registration would enable horticultural therapy 

to move in line, in terms of salary, recognition and professional status, with other allied 

health professions, such as drama and art therapies. 
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Horticultural Therapists as Professionals 

Horticultural Therapists are not like many other professionals in that they do not generally 

take a clear route through the education system and obtain employment as a Horticultural 

Therapist. In the UK Horticultural Therapists have often worked in more than one profession, 

some related, such as horticulture, care or education and some unrelated, before 

discovering horticultural therapy. Most commonly a spell volunteering leads to an increased 

interest, education and then employment or the creation of their own project or service. 

The range of backgrounds that the Horticultural Therapists come from brings a different skill 

set to the projects which often determines their focus. Bridewell Organic gardens carried out 

metal work at its project in Oxfordshire, England and The Riverwood Conservancy in 

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada has strong links and focus on its Native American history and 

works closely with local Aboriginal Elder, Cat Criger. 

On the visits of this study it was discovered that in North America many people who were 

working in projects had gone straight, or within a short amount of time, into horticultural 

therapy. Some people, such as Lea Tran at The Guelph Enabling Garden and Gwen Meyer 

at Lafayette Greens in Detroit were already aware of horticultural therapy and urban 

community gardens/farms whilst in education. This may represent a change in how people 

are moving into the profession and the increased exposure of horticultural therapy. 

However the most common route into horticultural therapy in the US and Canada appears to 

be consistent with that in the UK. 
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Conclusion 

Examining the list of projects and range of people served by them demonstrates why 

horticultural based activities are an effective therapy and treatment tool. What the variety of 

service groups encountered on this study and in the UK have in common is that the service 

users often feel isolated from regular society and are searching for a meaningful role, a 

belonging and social interaction in a place where they feel valued and can achieve tangible 

outcomes which are well received by others. Horticulture can provide this through activities, 

from seed sowing to planting a tree, with the outcome being a specific medical related 

rehabilitation goal or improving a person‟s mental health by working in the natural 

environment alongside others. 

The projects that provide such therapy are run in a variety of settings, some small, some 

multi-acre farms, independently or part of larger scale medical and care services and the 

horticultural therapy activities continue from the consistent (everywhere appears to grow 

geraniums from cuttings) to crossing over into art and woodwork. 

The USA has led the way in terms of research and professional registration for horticultural 

therapy with Canada and the UK following, but the UK still lacks any form of professional 

registration. 

The range of horticultural therapy courses available continues to ebb and flow, in the USA 

less so than the UK and Canada, but established courses run by organisations such as 

Thrive in the UK and The Royal Botanical Gardens in Ontario, Canada, remain the backbone 

of horticultural therapy training and maintain a standard that new courses need to match. 

The horticultural therapists that manage the projects and services, both in the UK and North 

America, come from a variety of backgrounds but have common traits between them all. 

They are all resilient, often working alone without other therapists for support, manage 

finances (frequently without formal training in this area) and deliver sessions to challenging 

client groups, but they all believe in, understand and are passionate about bringing the 

benefits of horticultural therapy to the people they work with. 
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Recommendations 

 The adaptation of activities for individual client groups witnessed in the UK and North 

America is comparable. Therapists in the UK should feel proud and acknowledge their 

skills in this regard which have no doubt been influenced by the education and advice 

on offer from Thrive, Coventry University, Essex University and Trellis. There is however 

a noticeable difference in the general level of adaptation in our outdoor spaces to them 

being accessible and/or enabling. It can be argued that due to the way funding is often 

attained in North America through large scale philanthropic donations it is easier to 

incorporate all the details included in a garden like the Buehler Enabling Garden. 

However could there be a suggestion that in the UK more could be done to justify 

spending a little bit extra for much greater benefit? 

 The exploration of more corporate sources of funding like those used in North America 

and also by Thrive could be a way to increase funding options. The Royal Society for 

Protection of Birds (RSPB) and the Surrey Wildlife Trust both advertise for organisations 

to take team building „away days‟ with them, helping the Charities carry out projects in 

the process. 

 Investigate the possibility of donating excess produce from projects to food banks and 

other services making meals for people in need. There may be a greater degree of 

health and safety restrictions on such activities in the UK than in North America, which 

requires consideration. 

 The documentation of sessions, activities, goal settings, aims etc. is part of the North 

American culture, particularly in medical orientated settings. The UK is often missing the 

opportunity to justify and recognise the practice by not documenting outcomes. Maybe 

this is due to the UK‟s desire to produce quantitative data and, if this data cannot be 

produced for whatever reason, then no alternative data is documented. In those 

situations where it is documented there is a reluctance to share it with others. If 

quantitative data can be produced, such as with Thrive‟s INSIGHT TM database, then it 

should be documented as it is invaluable for the recognition of horticultural therapy as a 

profession. However, all documentation of outcomes, be it in the form of pictures, case 

studies or self assessment questionnaires, should be shared amongst horticultural 

therapists and the wider medical field. 
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 Voluntary professional registration is a must in the UK for the profession to continue to 

develop in line with the USA, Canada and Japan. This might cause concern amongst 

some people currently practicing who may feel under threat but a system of point 

scoring like in Canada (and previously the USA) together with a supportive, encouraging 

and professional approach will slowly ease these concerns. The ASTHP has so far 

demonstrated all of these qualities and has well respected people with experience of 

horticultural therapy such as Joe Sempik and Jon Fieldhouse involved. This will not be a 

quick process but resilience and consistency will be the keys to long term success. 
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Links 

Allina Health Care, Minneapolis – http://www.allinahealth.org/ 

American Horticultural Therapy Association - http://ahta.org/ 

Association for Social and Therapeutic Horticultural Practitioners - http://asthp.org.uk/ 

Canadian Horticultural Therapy Association - http://www.chta.ca/ 

Centre for Independent Living, Michigan - http://www.annarborcil.org/ 

Chicago Botanic Horticultural Therapy Department - http://www.chicagobotanic.org/therapy/ 

Eisenhower Centre, Michigan – http://www.eisenhowercenter.com/ 

Dementia Services Development Centre, Stirling: http://dementia.stir.ac.uk/ 

Farm at St. Joe‟s, Michigan – http://www.stjoesannarbor.org/thefarm 

Guelph Enabling Garden, Ontario – http://www.enablinggarden.org/ 

Hope Network Michigan Horticultural Therapy - http://www.hopenetwork.org/Rehabilitation-

Services/About/Michigan-Brain-Injury-Experts/Therapeutic-Recreation-Specialists/Cathy-

Flinton---Brain-Injury---East-Lansing,-Michi.aspx 

Horticultural Therapy Institute - http://www.htinstitute.org/ 

Kansas State University Horticultural Therapy - http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/horttherapy/ 

Lafayette Greens, Michigan – http://www.compuware.com/en_us/about/lafayette-greens-

home.html 

Michigan Horticultural Therapy Association - http://www.michiganhta.org/ 

Royal Botanical Gardens Ontario Horticultural Therapy Department – 

http://www.rbg.ca/horticulturaltherapy 

Tall Pines Long Term Care, Ontario – http://www.peelregion.ca/ltc/pines/ 

The Riverwood Conservancy Enabling Garden, Ontario – 

http://www.theriverwoodconservancy.org/The-Enabling-Garden.html 

Trellis - http://www.trellisscotland.org.uk/ 

Trinity Services Horticultural Therapy, Illinois – http://www.trinity-services.org/ 

Thrive - http://www.thrive.org.uk/ 

University of Essex Green Exercise - http://www.greenexercise.org/ 

University of Minnesota Landscape Arboretum Horticultural Therapy – 

http://www.arboretum.umn.edu/horticultural_therapy.aspx 

 

http://www.allinahealth.org/
http://ahta.org/
http://asthp.org.uk/
http://www.chta.ca/
http://www.annarborcil.org/
http://www.chicagobotanic.org/therapy/
http://www.eisenhowercenter.com/
http://dementia.stir.ac.uk/
http://www.stjoesannarbor.org/thefarm
http://www.enablinggarden.org/
http://www.hopenetwork.org/Rehabilitation-Services/About/Michigan-Brain-Injury-Experts/Therapeutic-Recreation-Specialists/Cathy-Flinton---Brain-Injury---East-Lansing,-Michi.aspx
http://www.hopenetwork.org/Rehabilitation-Services/About/Michigan-Brain-Injury-Experts/Therapeutic-Recreation-Specialists/Cathy-Flinton---Brain-Injury---East-Lansing,-Michi.aspx
http://www.hopenetwork.org/Rehabilitation-Services/About/Michigan-Brain-Injury-Experts/Therapeutic-Recreation-Specialists/Cathy-Flinton---Brain-Injury---East-Lansing,-Michi.aspx
http://www.htinstitute.org/
http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/horttherapy/
http://www.compuware.com/en_us/about/lafayette-greens-home.html
http://www.compuware.com/en_us/about/lafayette-greens-home.html
http://www.michiganhta.org/
http://www.rbg.ca/horticulturaltherapy
http://www.peelregion.ca/ltc/pines/
http://www.theriverwoodconservancy.org/The-Enabling-Garden.html
http://www.trellisscotland.org.uk/
http://www.trinity-services.org/
http://www.thrive.org.uk/
http://www.greenexercise.org/
http://www.arboretum.umn.edu/horticultural_therapy.aspx
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Appendix 1 – Data Collected from Visits 

 

 1 2 3 3+ 

Number of Therapists per Project 16 1 3 0 

 

 Male Female 

Sex of Therapist 3 24 

 

 Full-Time Part-Time 

Employment Status 16 11 

 

 Adults Children Both 

Age of Client Group 13 1 7 
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 0-1 1-2 3-4 4+ Varies 

Length of 

Session 
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 Yes No 

Growing Vegetables? 21 0 

 

 Yes No 

Indoor Facilities? 17 4 

 

 Yes No 

Outcome Measures? 11 10 

 

 Yes No 

Adapted Space? 17 4 
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 Yes No 

Adapted Tools? 16 5 

 

 Yes No 

Volunteers? 14 7 

 

Due to visiting projects once only, it was not possible to gain an accurate measurement of 

ethnic groups attending the service. It should be noted that all of the projects visited had 

white Americans/Canadians and African Americans present. 
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Appendix 2 – Horticultural Therapy Assessment at Tall Pines Long Term Care 

A General Skills 1. Programme attendance 
2. Engaged in program 
3. Motivation 
4. Communication 
5. Socialization/Cultural 
6. Understands instruction 
7. Takes direction 
8. Behaviour/Mood 
9. Concentration 
10. Endurance 
11. Attitude 
12. Comments 

B Motor Assessment 1. Fine motor 
2. Gross motor 
3. Dexterity 
4. Bilateral 
5. Unilateral 
6. Physical endurance 
7. Balance 
8. Comments 

C Cognitive Assessment 1. Orientation 
2. Organizational  
3. Sequencing 
4. Memory 
5. New learning 
6. Abstract thinking 
7. Problem solving 
8. Planning 
9. Judgement 
10. Insight 
11. Attention 
12. Volition 
13. Comments 

D Communication Skills 1. Hearing 
2. Listening 
3. Speech 
4. Initiates conversation with peers 
5. Initiates conversation with therapist 
6. Initiates conversation with others 
7. Respectful of others 
8. Responds to others 
9. Asks questions 
10. Makes self understood 
11. Comments 

E Horticultural Skills 1. Works with plant materials 
2. Works with delicate materials 
3. Works with soil medium 
4. Works with hands 
5. Works with tools 
6. Works with creative tools 
7. Conceptualizes projects 
8. Comments 
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F Sensory Skills 1. Vision 
2. Hearing 
3. Sense of smell 
4. Taste 
5. Tactile 
6. Comments 

G Further Comments and 
Observations 

1. Comments/Observations 
2. Recommendations 
3. Horticultural Therapist (Name) 
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Glossary 

 

AHTA – American Horticultural Therapy Association 

ASTHP – Association for Social and Therapeutic Horticultural Practitioners 

CHTA – Canadian Horticultural Therapy Association 

Hoop House – North American term for a polytunnel 

HTT – Horticultural Therapy Technician, term used by CHTA 

HTR – Horticultural Therapist Registered, term used by AHTA and CHTA 

MHTA – Michigan Horticultural Therapy Association 

Polytunnel – UK term for a hoop house 

SWYT – South West Yorkshire NHS Partnership Foundation Trust 

Thrive – Leading horticultural therapy organisation in England 

Trellis – Leading horticultural therapy organisation in Scotland 


